THE HIGH PRICE OF TAX LOOPHOLES
The U.S. Congress faces major challenges and choices this Autumn: New spending bills have to
be passed by September 30th to fund the government; the next round of nearly $110 billion in
budget cuts mandated by the “sequester” kicks in on October 1; and the debt ceiling will need
to be raised sometime between late October to mid-November so that the government can
continue to borrow money to keep operating.
In deciding how to address these critical issues, Congress has a major choice: Continue trudging
down the austerity road of budget cuts and sluggish growth, or turn toward a prosperity built
on investing in our people and everyone paying a fair share of taxes by closing tax loopholes.
Budgets are always about choices. How you raise and spend money reflects your priorities.
Public budgets — the tax and spending decisions of governments — are no exception. We can
afford to make vital public investments, from highways to health care to education; support a
vibrant economy that works for all of us; and address our long-term fiscal challenges – but only
if we get enough tax revenue from the right places.
But in two-and-a-half years of deficit-reduction deals, Congress has put in place three times as
much budget cutting ($1.8 trillion) as revenue boosting ($620 billion). All of the tax increases
have come from individuals. Corporations have so far contributed nothing to the effort.
The table below shows in a glance the cost of some current corporate tax loopholes compared
with the budget cuts some benefits and services have experienced in 2013 from the sequester.
A full report on The High Cost of Tax Loopholes is also available.

BUDGET CUT OR INVESTMENT

CORPORATE TAX LOOPHOLE

MEDICAL RESEARCH

TAX BREAKS FOR CEO PAY

2013 Budget Cut: $1.5 billion 1

Annual Tax Break: $2.5 billion2

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) fund research on
cancer, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and many other serious
diseases. The across-the-board budget cuts, known as the
“sequester,” have impaired NIH’s ability to foster hope and
find cures.

Big corporations shower their CEOs with stock options, which
often make up the bulk of their millions of dollars of annual
compensation. But because of a loophole in the law,
companies get a tax windfall because they are allowed to
deduct more from their taxes than these options are worth,
according to normal accounting standards.

2

BUDGET CUT OR INVESTMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS

Thanks to across-the-board spending cuts known as the
“sequester,” the long-term unemployed are facing a $43
cut in their already austere average weekly benefit of $289,
according to the National Employment Law Project.

CORPORATE TAX LOOPHOLE
TAX LOOPHOLES FOR WALL STREET TRADERS

2013 Budget Cut: $2.4 billion 3

Wealthy speculators who trade risky investments called
derivatives can avoid paying their fair share of taxes.4
Normally, quick traders are denied the special low capital
gains tax rate enjoyed by long-term investors – but investors
in derivatives and certain other financial and insurance
industry products can avoid, defer or reduce taxes on
investment income.
Annual Tax Break: $2.9 billion 5

HEAD START FOR KIDS

GIVEAWAYS FOR CORPORATE JETS

Low-income children receive an early boost from Head
Start, which gets them ready to learn and helps them stay
healthy so they can succeed in school and beyond. Yet,
the across-the-board federal budget cut known as the
“sequester” is forcing Head Start to drop 57,000 children
from the program this year.6
2013 Budget Cut: $400 million 7

As equipment ages, companies are allowed to deduct the
annual loss in value from their taxable income. Commercial
airlines have to wait seven years to write off their jumbo jets,
but corporations that own private jets enjoy a loophole that
allows them to “depreciate” their Cessnas, Gulfstreams and
other luxury rides over just five years, even though the planes
last for decades.8
Annual Tax Break: $370 million 9

BETTER EDUCATION FOR OUR KIDS

TAX BREAKS FOR HEDGE FUND MANAGERS

Cuts in funding from the 2013 budget sequester to
elementary and secondary education, and to special
education, have hit school districts hard across the country.
They have taken away extra help for kids who come from
low-income households or have learning challenges. From
lost classroom aides and specialized instructors to reduced
transportation,10 the most vulnerable kids are suffering
most.
2013 Budget Cut: $1.7 billion 11

HELP SENIORS GET SOCIAL SECURITY

The Social Security Administration (SSA) will handle 5
million new applications for retirement benefits this year,
and administer payments for over 60 million Americans.14
But the sequester cuts have forced the agency to close
offices and limit hours, forcing seniors to wait in long lines
or experience significant delays in receiving needed
benefits.15
2013 Budget Cut: $286 million 16

The huge earnings of Wall Street private equity and hedge
fund managers should be taxed the same way as earnings
from all other jobs – at the maximum federal rate of 39.6
percent for the highest earners. But they are able to cap their
tax rates at 20 percent – half of what it should be – by
mischaracterizing part of the money they make as investment
income called “carried interest.”12
Annual Tax Break: $1.7 billion 13

LOWER TAXES FOR MULTIMILLIONNAIRES

During the 2012 election, we learned that presidential
candidate Mitt Romney had accumulated over $100 million in
his tax-favored retirement account.17 He was able to do this
because the tax code encourages middle-class families to
save money for retirement in IRA and 401(k) accounts. But
some very wealthy individuals are using these retirement
accounts to tax shelter tens of millions of dollars.
Annual Tax Break: $388 million 18
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BUDGET CUT OR INVESTMENT
FOOD FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP),
commonly known as Food Stamps, helps provide food for
millions of struggling American families. The program has
been a lifesaver in the aftermath of the Great Recession,
as poverty and unemployment remain high and wages
have stagnated. Yet, Republicans in the U.S. House of
Representatives have announced a plan to kick 4 million to
6 million more low-income people off the SNAP program.19

CORPORATE TAX LOOPHOLE
TAX SUBSIDIES FOR CEO BONUSES

10-Year Budget Cut: $40 billion20

Our tax system subsidizes corporations by giving them a tax
break for what they pay their top executives. The law limits the
tax deduction to $1 million – more than 20 times the income of
the typical household21 – but there is a loophole for so-called
“performance-based” pay.22 This loophole provides an
unlimited tax deduction that costs billions. It also provides
incentives for CEOs to take huge risks with their company’s
money in order to boost short-term gains. Even when those
risks lead their companies to the brink of collapse, executives
are often still rewarded richly for their performance.
10-Year Tax Break: $50 billion 23

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

GIVE TAX BREAKS TO OIL & GAS COMPANIES

Environmental, energy and science programs are spread
throughout the government, but are particularly
concentrated in the Energy and Interior Departments, EPA,
NASA, National Oceanic Atmospheric Association and the
National Science Foundation. The sequester budget cuts
to those agencies threaten the quality of the air we breathe
and the water we drink, delay our energy independence
and make it harder to be good stewards of our planet.
2013 Budget Cuts: $4.6 billion24

MODERNIZE OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

Rundown classrooms, collapsing bridges, overflowing
wastewater: America’s neglected infrastructure is a
menace to our health and safety, a heavy drag on our
economy, and an insult to our pride as a great nation. 28 An
accelerated program of infrastructure investment in
schools, transportation, energy and water, would create
over 2.6 million new jobs per year29 over the next five years
to put Americans back to work and create an
even stronger foundation for growth for decades to come.
5-Year Investment: $464 billion 30

For the past century, we’ve been subsidizing oil and gas
companies with special rules and tax loopholes, nurturing the
industry as though it were a fragile newcomer. But with gas
prices averaging over $3.60 a gallon nationwide25 and with the
Big 5 oil companies having earned over a trillion dollars in
profits in the past dozen years,26 it’s time to stop the coddling.
Annual Tax Break: $4.6 billion 27

GIVE TAX BREAKS TO SEND JOBS OVERSEAS

A huge loophole that allows multinational corporations like
Apple31 to dodge billions of dollars in U.S. taxes each year is
called “deferral.” It allows companies to avoid indefinitely U.S.
taxes on profits they’ve made overseas – or claim to have
made overseas – as long as those profits remain offshore.
This encourages companies to shift profits to foreign tax
havens, where they are lightly taxed, if at all, and promotes
moving production and jobs offshore.
10-Year Tax Break: $606 billion32
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